CLINICAL RESEARCH POLICY

Cowen’s research group provides differentiated analysis and in-depth research on medical science and ongoing clinical trials in a number of health care sectors. We analyze study results and assess expert physician-scientist sentiment to evaluate scientific discoveries and candidates in clinical development that have the potential to yield viable therapeutics which can improve human health. We search for those targets and agents which are viewed by leading doctors and key opinion leaders as holding the greatest promise to succeed in clinical development and improve the treatment of a disease. Our work seeks to uncover those candidates in clinical development with the most potential to revolutionize the traditional ways that diseases are treated, and to highlight for the investment community under-appreciated topics that warrant further in-depth attention. We examine the current landscape and a range of potential public and private solutions, including treatment paradigms, alternative therapies, and changing patient service models. We are committed to generating white papers on novel and different clinical and medical science themes. We work as a team to enhance our effectiveness in producing and publishing impartial, independent, unbiased, fair, and clear clinical, scientific, and financial research analysis.

Cowen aspires to be the lead research franchise providing clinical research opinions and discussing industry controversies. Our Research Handbook and Research Independence Policy serve as the guides to our analysts regarding implementing these principles and establishing team frameworks.